How to Write a Paper - University of Cambridge

stages in writing a paper are set out in the boxes below. Papers are not drafted sequentially; do it in any order you wish. Get the scientific facts and technical details down, the ideas formulated, the graphs and figures planned. If good ways of expressing the ideas occur to you now, use them; but do not deflect effort from
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a report outline, then proceed to a rough draft. The outline defines the organization of the report, and the rough draft serves to avoid omissions. Once the content is established, the rough draft is refined for clarity and conciseness. After proofreading and correction of minor mistakes, the finished product is produced. This entire writing
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A scientific paper is a written report describing original research results. The format of a scientific paper has been defined by centuries of developing tradition, editorial practice, scientific ethics and the interplay with printing and publishing services. A scientific paper should have, in proper order, a Title, Abstract, Introduction, Methods, Results, and Discussion. The following sections provide guidelines for writing each part of a scientific paper.